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White paper Localisation Lingo
What is in a TEnT? (or CAT 1-OH-1)

If you are not deeply involved with translation, you might well find yourself confused by 
a number of terms and concepts that are thrown at you in conversations about localisation. 
Project Managers in translation companies and experienced Localisation Managers 
within companies are likely to know their terminology well. But for the rest of the world, 
the jargon is not easily accessible. The following is something of a cheat-sheet: a brief 
explanation of some of the key concepts.
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While some might just type their translations in MS Word, most translators use 
specialised computer programmes to translate. They are historically referred to as 
CAT tools (Computer Aided Translation tools), but now translators often refer to them 
as a TEnT (Translation EnvironmenT) since CAT can encompass a lot of computer 
based programs that are not directly or solely designed for translation.

The most popular and generally available are memoQ, SDL Trados Studio and StarTransit. 
And there are a few web-based tools such as XTM and Memsource. Different firms 
and individual translators might have their favourites, but many LSPs will work with 
a range of tools to match their clients’ existing work.

The computer programmes

What is a TEnT?

The modern TEnT or CAT tool consist of different functions that were previously found 
in separate programs. It is an integrated, single program, hence the new acronym 
that better recalls an image of everything under one awning.

 � Consistency (quality)

 � Speed (delivery time)

 � Recycling previous translations (cost)
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Picture of memoQ, Alpha CRC’s preferred TEnT 

What is in the TEnT?

The TEnT is a specialised computer program designed for a desktop. Some cloudbased 
translation tools have many of the TEnT’s functionality but usually not all, so they are 
more like classic CATs.

Most TeNTs have these features:

 � An editing area displaying source text and field to type in the translation

 � A preview area where the translator can see a preview of the file she is translating, 
which is like opening a docx in Word

 � The translation memory (TM) storing the translations and displaying similar 
previous translation 

 � A termbase (TB) containing and displaying important terminology

 � A machine translation module to help the translator with suggestions

 � A Quality Assurance module to check the translated file for certain formal issues 
like missing punctuation, wrong numbers in translation compared to the original, 
typos, etc.

 � Assorted filters and customisable functions that enable the translator to get 
the job done more efficiently.
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Below are detailed explanations of each main function. 

Translation Memories
A translation memory  (TM) is a database used in the TEnT. The TM saves all the 
translator’s work as pairs: the source text and the translation of it. How long each pair 
is depends on how a file is segmented, i.e. divided into smaller parts for translation. 
Normally a segment is a sentence, or a sentence-like unit like a bullet point in a 
presentation. It might also be a title or the text on a button in an app.

As the translator types her translation, each segment is saved automatically in the TM. 
When she has finished translating an entire file, the translation of this file is all in the TM, 
stored as numerous segments.

TM Matches
A “match“ is a sentence or a fragment of a sentence that is identical or similar to one 
within the translation memory. When a file is submitted for translation, it is analysed 
against a TM which contains the previous translations done for the same client. 
The analysis works out whether it contains segments (sentences) that have already 
been translated. Segments that are identical or similar to previous translations are 
normally charged at a lower rate as they take less effort to translate again.

Here is a rough overview of the different types of matches:

 � No Match/New words: A sentence or a fragment of a sentence that has no 
corresponding entry in the translation memory. No matches will be treated as 
new material and charged at the full rate

 � Fuzzy matches: A sentence or a fragment of a sentence that has a fairly high 
degree of resemblance to a segment already in the TM. The “fuzzies” are cate-
gorized by percentage. A high percentage means a segment is almost identical 
to another corresponding sentence in the translation memory. Think about a sen-
tence that has been only slightly modified during an update of a document, 
e.g. changing just one word, adding a full-stop, removing a comma or making 
something italic. This would result in a fuzzy match with a high percentage. 

In the illustration above, the word subtitles has been added to the new text and 
the word better changed to best making the updated sentence a medium high 
fuzzy match at 88%. A lower fuzzy match would have less resemblance to anything 
in the TM. Several words might have been changed, or perhaps a sub-clause 
might have been added or removed. The translator still has to look at the sentence 
and adjust the translation according to the changes and a reviewer will check if 
everything is done correctly. It is not as work-intensive as translating the sentence 
from scratch, but it still takes a bit of time. Because of this, fuzzy matches are 
charged at a lower rate than new words.

 � 100% matches/repetitions: These are the segments that are completely identical to 
segments already stored in the translation memory, i.e. they have been translated 
before. However, they still need to be checked by a linguist, because it is possible 
that the context has changed, and with it the meaning.  
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Example: Take the word “exit”. Depending on whether it is a verb or a noun, 
the meaning in a video game could be very different. It could be a sign reading 
“Exit” above a door. Or it could be the button label on the menu screen to exit 
the game. In English it is the same word, but in other languages different words 
are used depending on the context. Hence a linguist will check the repetition or 
100% match to make sure it is appropriate in the context. For this work we charge 
an even lower percentage of the new word rate since only a review is needed.

 � 101 and 102% matches: These are like the 100% matches or repetitions, but 
the context is also identical. Context can be defined in various ways, e.g. the 
previous and following segments are identical too, or the sentence has an ID 
that is the same. For these perfect matches we do not charge anything.

Termbases

A Termbase (TB) is a database that contains single words or phrases that are deemed 
significant or important by the translator and/or client. The TB is interactive so any 
words in the translatable text also found in the TB will be shown with their translation, 
as well as other information. Extra information might be a definition, an example of use, 
a picture (if the term refers to an item), whether it is a noun or verb (or both), and if 
a possible translation should be avoided. 

The advantage of a TB is that key terms – product names, software options, trademarks, 
key concepts and words with multiple possible translations (to name a few) – can be 
translated consistently, even if several translators are working on the same project. 
Both the TM and the TB can be shared, so that all the translators are working in 
the same style.

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance (QA) is a functional check similar to a spell-check. QA can’t guarantee 
that the translation is ‘good’ in a linguistic sense, but can help eliminate formal errors 
like typos. 

Because many files are highly complex and might contain codes (e.g. tags like <br> 
and <b>) that will ‘break’ the file if they are missing, it is important to verify all these 
codes are present in the translation. QA can also check certain formal characteristics 
such as wrong or missing punctuation, numbers not being rendered correctly in the 
translation, double-spaces, length (some translations have to fit into a limited space) 
and more.

An automated QA check can also verify that all terms found in the TB have been 
translated as prescribed and that identical sentences in the project (consisting of 
multiple files) are translated identically.
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Machine Translation

Machine Translation (MT) is not a function solely used in a TEnT. It is also widely used 
on smartphones and in online browsers. 

MT is supported in TEnTs via plugins to different ‘engines:’ for example, to Google 
Translate, or to Alpha’s own MT system designed to support specific languages 
and clients.

The MT plugins might be disabled centrally for various reasons, but if not, the MT 
suggestions will typically appear if there are no TM matches. The translator will edit 
the MT suggestion if it is worthwhile, or ignore it if it is nonsensical.

The TEnT has many more specialised functions to help the translator do a good job, 
including direct links to online resources like dictionaries and Wikipedia and customisable 
shortcuts. Each can be set up as desired by the translator, making it a very useful, 
specialised tool.

Translation servers

LSPs like Alpha also deploy several “translation servers” where projects (files for 
translation), TMs, TBs etc. are hosted and can be shared by translators in real-time 
across the internet, so multiple translators can work on the same project while sharing 
the same TMs and TBs.

This ensures both consistency across the whole project, and swifter translation as 
previous translation can be used by others. Overall, translation tools help keep the 
quality up and the cost down, and when used intelligently by human translators, 
are an asset to both a localisation service provider and their clients.

Found that interesting? 

If you’re not already signed up to our newsletter, email marketing@thisisalpha.com 
to receive lots more great articles that will help you on your journey to going global.
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